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Campus Calendar
Wednesday, March I
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
WO 2 5 Student Union.
.
• NPHC meeting at 4 p.m.
in El 5 7 A Student Union.
• Black Women Striving
Forward meeting at 5 p.m.
in El 63B Student Union.
• Habitat for Humanity
meeting at 8:30 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
• Lambda Union meeting
at 7 p.m. in El 63A Student
Union.
• Study of Hebrews in
W025 Student Union at

noon, sponsored by Life

-

and Truth.
Thursday, March 2
• Lawyers from Montgomery Co. Public Defender's
Office, City of Dayton
Prosecutor's Office and
representatives from
Kaplan and Phi Alpha Delta
will speak at 6 p.m. in El 54
Student Union.
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
W02 5 Student Union.
• Golden Key National
Honor Society meeting at 2
p.m. in Wl 69B Student
Union.
• Big Brothers, Big Sisters
meeting at 4 p.m. in El 56A
Student Union.
• Phi Alpha Delta meeting
at 6 p.m. in El 54 Student
Union.
• Wheelchair Football
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
Student Union Gymnasium.

Friday, March 3
• L.I.F.E. meeting at 5 p.m.
in 126 Allyn Hall.
• Phi Alpha Delta meeting
at 2 p.m. in 437 Millett

Hall.

• Study of Revelation at 7
p.m. in W02 5 Student
Union.
• African Students United
meeting at 5 p.m. in El 63A
Student Union.
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
W02 5 Student Union.
Saturday, March 4
• Wheelchair Basketball at
10 a.m. in Student Union
Gymnasium.
• Adventurer's Guild
meeting at 10 a.m. in W025
Student Union.
. MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
Student Union Upper
Hearth Lounge.
• Phi Kappa Tau meeting
at 6 p.m. in El 56A Student
Union.
• Leukemia Society Swing
Dance at 9 p.m. in Multipurpose Room A Student .

in El 5 7B Student Union.
• Alpha Xi Delta meeting at
5:30 p.m. in El63B Student
Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at
5:30 p.m. in El 54 Student
Union.
• Beta Phi Omega meeting
at 6 p.m. in Wl69B Student

Union.

. Delta Tau Delta meeting
at 6:30 p.m. in El63A
Student Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting at
7 p.m. in El 5 7 A Student
Union.
Monday, March 6
• Student Entrepreneurs
United meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 5 7A Student Union.
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
W02 5 Student Union .
• Student Entrepreneurs
United meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 5 7B Student Union.
. Black Student Union
meeting at 4 p.m. in E163
Student Union.
• Wheelchair Handball at
6:30 p.m. in Student Union
Gymnasium A.
Union.
• Lambda Union meeting at
Sunday, March 5
7 p.m. in Wl 69B Student
• Delta Zeta meeting at 3
p.m. in E156B Student
Union.
Wednesday, March 8
Union.
• · Delta Sigma Theta meet• Study of Hebrews in
W025 Student Union at
ing at 4 p.m. in Wl 69C
· noon, sponsored by Life
Student Union.
and Truth.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meet• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in
ing at 5 p.m. in El56C
WO 2 5 Student Union.
Student Union.
• Phi Mu meeting at 5 p.m.

The Guardian is
seeking an Opinions
Editor for Spring
quarter. For more in-

formation call x5540,
or stop by WO 16B
Student Union.

LARCENY /THEFT
Feb. 10: A theft was
reported in Jacob Hall.
Feb. 11: A theft was
reported in the Creative
Arts Center.
Feb. 21: A theft was
reported in the Biological Sciences Building.

Feb. 23: Two thefs were
reported in Parking Lot

12.

Feb. 23: A theft

was

LARCENY/THEFT CONT>
reported in Parking Lot
4.

uoTo vunctr THE\(fl®
Feb. 24: A

motor vehicle
theft was reported from
Parking Lot 7.
OFFENSE OF PUBLIC
PEACE
Feb. 19: An incident of
telephone harassment
was reported in Hawthorn Hall.

Local lawyers
holding free
seminar at WSU

By Christy Simonson
For The Guardian

Wright State
University's pre-law fraternity, Phi Alpha Delta, will
host a free seminar on the
justice system to help
inform the community of
their rights and how the
system works.
The sessions will be
held on March 2, beginning
at 6:00 p.m. in El 54 of the
Student Union.
Featured speakers will
be Timothy Young of the
Montgomery County Public
Defender's Office and Kyle
Kirtz from the City of
Dayton Prosecutor's Office.
They plan on discussing numerous topics such
as our justice system,
criminal law in general, and
what their professions as
lawyers are like.
They will also answer
questions from members
of the audience.
In addition to the guest
speakers, the seminar will
also include represent atives from Kaplan, who
administer many tests
including the Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT).
They will be able to provide
information about classes
and the test itself.
"It will be interesting to
see both a prosecutor and

a public defender speak, to
give students a view of •
both sides that usually
battle in the court room,"
said David Stafford, vicepresident of Phi Alpha
Delta.
"It also gives people the
opportunity to learn a lot
about lawyers," said
Stafford.
"One can become a
more responsible citizen by
gaining a knowledge and
understanding for our legal
system. Everyone also has
the right to a fair defense
and the seminar can help
inform them about how to
get that," said Ryan Reed,
treasurer of Phi Alpha
Delta.
The idea for the seminar came after Reed and
Dr. Donald Beelick, pre-law
advisor at WSU, saw the
two lawyers speak at the

University of Daytom. Tfll@

just asked them to con P
our campus.
This seminar is the first
of its kind at WSU, and if it

is a success there could
possibly be a series of

seminars started with one

held every quarter.
Its success may also

determine if there is lll
est for a Pre-Law Pro Y
at WSU.
For more information

visit http://www.pad.org.

MCC showdown. in Chicago
Wednesday,

By Tony Arnold

Stall Writer

After the ball bounced
the right way in the second
Malf (against Loy_ola) for_ the
\19Kaiders ( 11-16), rmprovmg
their conference record to
6-8, a couple of coin tosses

Detroit Mercy.
The Titans (18-11, 8-6
MCC) bring an impressive
post season resume into
the game. The MCC rival
has advanced to the second
round of the NCAA tournament the past two years.
In 1998 Detroit Mercy

away the MCC opponent,
but Detroit Mercy was once
again back in the world of
college basketball.
Regardless of Detroit's
basketball past, Wright
State head coach Ed
Schilling is quick to point
out, that after Saturday's
victory, the Raiders have
defeated every team in the
conference with the exception of Butler.
This includes avenging
an early season loss at
Detroit by defeating the
Titans at the Nutter Center

64-61.

Sophomore Israel Sheinfeld makes an acrobatic move in the
paint. He averages 16.9 points per game for Wright State.

landed the wrong way.
With the victory over
.)yola, Wright State joined

",consin-Milwaukee in

fourth place, and moments
later Wisconsin-Green Bay
upset Cleveland State
forming a three- way tie for
the number 4 seed in the
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference tournament.
~ couple of coin tosses
l~·hc Raiders found

theriselves with the num-

ber six seed and a rematch
with number three seed

was one of three MCC
teams in the NCAA Tournament. They defeated St.
Johns in the opening round
before falling to Purdue.
Last year UDM picked
up an automatic NCAA
appearance by winning the
MCC tournament. They
would once again win the
opening round game, this
time defeating UCLA in
Indianapolis.
A few nights· later the
Ohio State Buckeyes used a
second-half run to put

"It's all up for grabs,
and everybody starts over
zero-zero," said lone senior
Steve Yeagle.
"We have as good as
chance as anybody, with
the way we have been
playing now of late."
The Raiders who boast
their best overall and MCC
record since 1995-96 are
confident heading into the
tournament.
"Our last two games, at
home we have played really
well, and I think we realize
what it takes to win,"
explained MCC Player of
the Year candidate, Kevin
Melson.
The Raiders, predicted
to finish near or at the
bottom of many preseason
MCC polls, have picked up
some momentum heading
into the conference tournament hosted by University
of Illinois-Chicago.
"That second half
(against Loyola) was a great
spring board into the
tournament, and we've got
to make sure we are ready
to play," said Schilling.
The Raiders, who are
now 11-3 while wearing
their home "white jerseys,"
laughed when asked if
there would be an added
advantage if they were
recognized as the home
team in Chicago.
"I don't think it matters. We are going to play
as hard as we can whoever
it is. We are fired up and
ready for the tournament,"
said Yeagle. "For me it is
my last one, and I am going
to go out there and give it
everything I've got. I am
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#4 UWGB

s at.

11:30 a.m.

#5 UWM

Game #5

Sun. 1 p.m.

#1 Butler
Sat. 2 p.m.

Game #7

#8 Loyola

Tues.
6:35 p.m.
ESPN

#2 Cleveland State
Sat. 5:30 p.m.
#7 UIC

Champio.n

Game #6

Sun. 3:30 p.m.

#3 Detroit
Sat. 9 p.m.
#6 Wright State

Fisthalfkey for

MUD tourney opener

The'Titans feature four
seniors including Desmond
Ferguson, Daniel Whye,
Julian Van Dyke and ultra
quick guard Rashad Phillips.

"INTENSITY BABY, GET
I

AT.O.BABY!"

"

Phillips,who is a Player

The words ofcourseare ofthe Year candidate in the

fromthe legendary ESPN MCC,had23points and five
commentator Dick Vitale, assists in the victory against
who once.roamed the
Wright State.

sidelines forthe.Detroit Ip thesecond game,
Titans. whichresulted in a victory
italewastheTitan_fortheRaiders, Phillips had

boss for four seasons in the 18points,but did it on only
mid-70swhilecompilinga 6-of-17shooting including
78-30record./ 0-for-7 from long range. He
Wright State mustbe also missed the potential
able to dictatethe intensitygame-winning shot at the
of the game whichwill buzzer.
decidethe outcomeearly on WSUis young team, and

in thefirst round contest they have two starters

betweenDetroitand Wright (freshmen Thomas Hope
State]__ and Joe Bills) who will play

The ability of the men in in their first ever postgreen to gainmomentum in seasonaction on Saturday.
the early going at a neutral _I am sure coachSchilling

site could provetobe willhave his teamready to

invaluable#g,] go, as will coach Perry

If the
Raiders are able to Watson.
create
anatmosphere
_Look for'
an exciting

similar to theNutter Center, defensivematchup between
where they are 11-3,they sophomore Tyson Freeman
will be very successful. and Phillips.

Ifthe Raiders stumble

early on, the UIC Pavilion

could quickly turn into
Calihan Hall, home of

.. •

Detroit, and act as a road
game where the Raiders
have gone Winless during

the 1999-2000 campaign.

"Tyson just fights and

$Craps, just like. a little

junkyard dog out there. He

is notgoing to give away an
inch," said head coach Ed

Schilling.
Let's hope the Raiders
scrap.thei.rway. t"0 a victory!
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Online mock election to involve students

By Katherine L. Gutwein

News Editor

Wright State University
students and staff will
have the opportunity to
vote in their own primary
election over the next week
as a way to bring attention
to the Ohio primary held
on March 7.
Sponsored by the
Residential Community
Association (RCA), Greek
Affairs Council (GAC) and
Student Government (SG), a
mock election will use the
internet to give those at
WSU access to information
on presidential candidates
and a chance to vote for
their choice.
The site should be
open for about a week
through the SG webpage at
http://www.wright.edu/
studentorgs/studgov/
mockprimary.
"We're hoping to have
the site up by March 2, and

it should be running until

the 9, so people can vote

during that time. We'll get
the results out as soon as
we can, through the
website or something like

that," said Neal Duiker,

first year student and
director of programming
for RCA.
"The idea came from
Lynnette Heard [director of
student relations and
assistant to the vicepresident of student
affairs]. We were talking,
and it came up so we
started brainstorming
about how to look into
students and the upcoming
elections," said Keith
Meyer, president of Greek
Affairs Council and College
of Business and Administration representative to
SG.
"Keith approached me
and asked me if I'd want to
help and get RCA and SG
involved. I talked to Jason

Ward, the SG webmaster,
to see if he could design a
website for it," said Duiker.
When
the
site is

en-

tered
people
will
see a

de-

scrip-

the internet from the
computer labs, to cast

their ballot," said Duiker.

"Students will have to enter their user

name and password, just like accessing the

internet from the computer labs, to cast
their ballot."

Neal Duiker, director of Residential

Community Association programming

tion of
what it is and how it
works. From there a page
can be opened that lists
each of the candidates and
their positions.
There will also be a link
to the candidates official
websites if students want
more information on them.
"Once a student decides who to vote for, there
will be a 'vote now' option.
Students will have to enter
their user name and password, just like accessing

"We are also trying to
get it setup so that when a
vote is submitted the most
current results will appear,
sort of an instantaneous

statistical analysis," said

Duiker.
Duiker thinks the mock
election will provide a lot
of information, both on
candidates and on how the
process is effecting college
students.
"I'm interested in this
personally because I'm a

political science major anq ®
love politics, but as far as
the rest of campus is

concerned, I'm curious

as to who-will be picked
by the students' votes
and what kind of
turnout we have. I also
want to see how popular something like
internet elections
would be. It's interesting research," said
Duiker.
"This is important and
a good way to draw attention to the actual primary,
which is why we are having
it around the same time.
We wanted to do this as a
service to the campus
community and try to
encourage people to vote
in the primary next Tuesday," said Meyer.
"We're hoping people
actually get on and vote,
and we'll see what kind of
results we get," said

a

Duiker.

Renovations will provide neuv place to hang

By Leslie Benson

Assistant News Editor
As the reconstruction of
Allyn Hall continues to near
its end, the renovations of the
former lounge, now bearing a
new name, will begin soon
Wright State students
were encouraged to get
involved in a contest to name
the new Allyn Hall food

service area. Michael "MJ"

Jackson, senior and Student
Government chief of staff,
won the contest with his
name, "The Hangar."
"We had over 300 students submit entries for the
contest. The Dining Services

Advisory Committee re-

viewed the entries and came
up with their top recommendations which were then
forwarded to the cabinet.
They approved the name 'The
Hangar' to go along with the

Wright Brothers' theme. [MJ]

will receive a $200 gift
certificate to the Student

begun, but renovations will
Union Bookstore," said Kathy are well underway and on
begin next month," said Dan
time for Allyn Hall to open
Morris, assistant vice presiPapay, assistant director of
Fall 2000.
dent of Student Affairs and
Wright
State planning,
"The
construction
on
Enrollment Services.
engineering and
"I think it
construction.
was terrific
Plans are for
that students
the
staff
and faculty
were excited
of
the
College
of
about naming
Education
to
move
the Allyn Hall
into Allyn Hall over
dining area. A
the
summer.
lot of the
"The Allyn
students used
.
Hall
food
service
an aviation
location
is
scheduled
theme, and we
to
open
in
the
fall
will probably
quarter.
When
that
do something
takes
place,
we
will
similar to the
have
a
new
grab-andnaming of the
go facility that will
Student Union
include Taco Bell,
Marketplace.
ihiiiiiimiss \'ZIA lLL, DICDQCKWe appreciate
aged sandwiches,
everyone who
Construction continues on Allyn Hall where the new
salads, breakfast
took the time
dining area, The Hangar, will be.
items,
ice cream and
to enter the
home
meal
replacements,"
contest, and we hope to keep Allyn Hall is going well. It is
said Morris.
scheduled for completion in
students informed about the
"The Allyn Hall dining
process as we move on," said June.
Construction on the Allyn area will seat over 200 people
Morris.
and will take up the entire
Hall Lounge itself hasn't yet
The building renovations

space that used to be called
the Allyn Hall Lounge. It is
intended to be a place where
you can grab whatever food

you want and take it back to

your residence hall or eat it in
the newly renovated area.
When it opens up, the
Bike Shop in Millett Hall will

close permanently, and Allyn

Hall will provide the only
food service on that side of
the campus," said Morris.
"A new kitchen will also
be built between Millett and

Allyn Hall. The overall cost of 4
the project including construction, furnishings and
telecommunications will run
in excess of $10.4 million,"
said Papay.
"Allyn Hall was the first
building on campus, and we
have been waiting for this a
long time. I think it will be a

great addition to our car+fff
pus," said Morris.
If you have questions or
suggestions about food
service call Morris at x2809.

.Order of Omega making a comeback
Wednesday,

nity.

By Eboni Kidd

Staff Writer

The Greek Organization
Order of Omega,
an honor society
for all fraternities and sororities, is making a
reappearance on
campus.

Order of Omega members are chosen based on
GPA and service to the

Greeks are also very inter-

ested in scholarship. Order
of Omega is an organization that recognizes their

aca-

demic
merit,"
said
Michelle
Rone,
Order
of
Omega
advisor.

After strug-

gling to gain
momentum, over
forty people have
been inducted in
the last two
years, and current members
feel the organization will only

Organiza-

feed

Wright State's new initiates to the Order of Omega include
students and faculty members.

continue to grow and

become more involved in
the campus and commu-

.,

tions
that

community.
"I addition to dedication to community service,
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Conference and the Inter-

Kay Wick, of the Marketing

faculty and staff members

tion will be from March 27

Fraternity Council. The
Department, and Katie
organization recognizes
Deedrick, director of
and individual's character,
Student Life.
scholastic achievement,
The organization has
service and leadership
plans in store for the near
within the Greek commufuture. One fundraising
nity and WSU.
idea they have put together
"I am very proud to be
is a silent auction. Also,
a member. It's such an
creativity speaker Lenny
honor to be chosen, espeDave, will visit WSU in May.
cially since it recognizes
Order of Omega is a comacademic excellence," said
munity service organizaBecky Holmes, Order of
tion, and others that are
Omega secretary.
active in the community
There have been seven but are not Greek are
new initiates this quarter.
welcome to apply for
Three of these initiates are membership. Spring initia-

into the who have been recognized
honors . as honorary initiates. They
program are the National
are Emmett Orr, assistant
Pan-Hellenic Council, the
dean of the School of
National Panhellenic
Professional Psychology,

through April 7.
For more information
contact the Greek Life
Office in WO 15 Student
Union at 775-5560.

Grads get Alumni awards(Cup comes to WSU
By Nicole Eiland

Staff Writer

Wright State
University's Alumni Association has presented three
graduates with various
awards for their work with
the school.
"Nominations from the
entire membership of the
Alumni Association were
put out and then presented
to a committee of board
members where they chose
the winners," said Susan
Smith, director of Alumni
Relations.
The first award is the
Distinguished Alumni
Achievement Award also
known as the Gold Award.
The award is given to a
WSU graduate with high

accomplishments in their

specific field.
This year's recipient for
~ the award is Robin MooreCooper, a resident of Huber
Heights and the coordinator for the Office of Disability Services at Sinclair
Community College.
She earned both her
B.A. in Psychology (1985)

and a Master of Rehabilita-

tion Counseling (1990)

--am WSU.

(Moore-Cooper was

employed in Wright State's

for six years and was also
assistant director of Admissions from 1990 to
1992.
Moore-Cooper began
her work at Sinclair Community College in 1993,
and in 1999 she landed her
position as coordinator.
Moore-Cooper is currently enrolled in the Ph.D.
program in Rehabilitation
Services at The Ohio State
University and is currently
serving a three-year term
on the Ohio Governor's
Conference on People with
Disabilities.
There were two new

awards that were presented

by the Alumni Association
this year.
The Recent Graduate
Award, also ref erred to as
the Green Award, recognizes those graduates from

the past ten years and all

of their accomplishments.

This year's recipient of

the Recent Graduate Award
is Dayton resident Eric
Sedwick. Sedwick is an
executive recruiter with
Interim Executive Recruiting.
He has earned a B.A. in
Psychology from WSU in
1995 and played baseball
for the Raiders.
Sedwick is involved in
the mentoring program at

'Office of Disability Services Kinder Elementary School

that links at-risk children
with adults that can offer
guidance and leadership.
The second new award,
the Volunteer Service
Award, was presented to
the graduate who contributed their time and talent
to the Alumni Association.
The winner of the
Volunteer Service Award is
Jerry Stump, a resident of
Kettering, Ohio.
Stump is a 1975 Wright
State business graduate
who retired last year after

his 34 years of commit-

ment at Delphi Harrison,
where he served as a
General Supervisor of
Manufacturing.
Stump was a former
president and treasurer of
the WSU Alumni Association, being one of the first
volunteers for Wright
State's Corporate Appeal to
raise thousands of dollars
for the school's programs
and scholarships.
Stump has also volunteered for the Boy Scouts
and St. Vincent DePaul and
is currently chair of the
1999-2000 Parents Fund
Campaign.

All the awards were

given out at the Annual
Awards Dinner and Dance
that took place during the

Homecoming 2000 celebrations.
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By Leslie Benson

Assistant News Editor
The Columbus Blue
Jackets and the Dayton
Bombers will bring the
Stanley Cup to Dayton on

Friday, March 3, in an

effort to help raise awareness for the National
Hockey League's (NHL)
'Hockey Fights Cancer'

program.

"The 'Hockey Fights

Cancer' program raises
money for research and
awareness for local cancer
charities as well as the
American Cancer Society
and the Canadian Cancer
Society. It is a joint initiative created by the NHL and
the NHL Player's Association as an ongoing
fundraiser. [The program]
has raised over $ 2 4. 5
million so far, and the
Stanley Cup's visit to
Dayton will help add to
that amount," said Todd
Sharrock of the Columbus
Blue Jackets' public relations team.
The Stanley Cup is
scheduled to appear in
various locations during its
one-day visit.
Stinger, the Columbus
Blue Jackets' mascot, will
bring the Stanley Cup to
the John F. Kennedy El-

ementary School in

Kettering from 1:30 p.m. to
2:15 p.m. as a part of the
Blue Jackets' "Go for the
Goal" program.
"The 'Go for the Goal'
program was initiated to
encourage young hockey
fans to stay in school. ft
teaches them the importance of getting a good
education as well as the
value of good sportsmanship. It also introduces
students to the equipment
and rules of hockey and
the overall fun of the
game," said Sharrock.
"Go for the Goal' also
teaches the importance of
setting goals and achieving
them, whether in school or
on the ice. The program
visits about 75 local
schools per year," said
Sharrock.
The interactive program uses the acronym
P.U.C.K. (Practice ... Use
proper tools ... Cheer for
your team ... Keep in school)
to convey its message of
proper goal setting to
students.
After Sting er and the
Stanley Cup visit J.F.K.
Elementary, they will drop
by Dayton's Children's
Medical Center to visit

See " Cup" pg. 7
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Put Your Studies
Back on Course.

This summer, you can get back on track with a
transfer course at Edison Community College in
Piqua. Choose from l 00 popular transfer classes
including calculus, humanities, psychology, and
sociology. Registration starts March 13. Call
Edison and stop by during your priority
registration period.

Wednesday's
Banana Joe's

Cetbu M«@iv
w/ College ID

Drink Specials 9-11

Set your June 12 summer classes now! Plan to
catch up on your studies or get ahead for fall.

pm
$5 Large Cheese or
Pepperoni Pizza
Hottest Babes of the
Beach Contest

Also check our "online courses" on the Edison
website at www.edison.cc.oh.us.
We'll rush you a summer schedule.

1-800-922-3722, ext. 314

or e-mail:
info@edison.cc.oh.us

·Free pregnancy tests

[·Emotional suppor

', •Information on' aborti<m alternatives _.
21+ Free Admission •Assistance with"Post Abortion'Stress

March 20-24

Phone toll free:

FEELING PRESSURED?
We can help .with:

·Material Assistance

•Referrals for commu_nity.resources
Services are free and confidential.

WOMEN'S.
SUPPORT CENTE~

811111 Grand Prlll

· EDIS en

A.Pregnancy-Support Center
1377 East Stroop Rd. Suite 30: _

2 for 1

COMMUNITY ·COLLEGE~~

•,: ;,,',,,
or B;D

Kettering OH 4429

(51}) 64~-HOPE {467'3)

Your Next Step ... To Getting Ahead
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Wednesday,

people they have grown up

"Cup" from pg. 5

Earn extra cash for
Spring Break ••

watching," said Ed Gingher,
assistant general manager

oung patients and their

for the Bombers.

·families from 3 to 4 p.m.

"It is very exciting to
have a nationally recognized award coming to the
hospital. It will be thrilling
for young patients, their
parents and the staff.
. Children especially love to
(•
_ see that type of thing, but
it will be fun for everyone,"
said Belinda Monnin, media
relation's manager at the
Children's Medical Center.
The Stanley Cup will
make its final appearance
at the Dayton Bombers vs.
Johnstown Chiefs hockey
game at 7:30 p.m. at Wright
State University's Nutter
Center.
"The Stanley Cup is
unique to professional
trophies, and this is the
first time it has come to
Dayton. It's a fantastic
opportunity for fans to
come see a piece of history.
People will get a chance to
get up close to the Cup and
see the names of the

The first 1,000 fans will
receive a Columbus Blue
Jackets' Inaugural Season
poster, and all fans will be
able to register to win Blue
Jackets merchandise.
Individuals attending
the game will also be able
to have their photo taken
with the Stanley Cup. A
portion of the proceeds
from the photos will
benefit "Hockey Fights
Cancer."
"We expect a crowd of
over 5,000 people at the
Nutter Center, and we'll
give away rally pon porns
to the first 2,500 fans.
People will come out to see
the Stanley Cup because it
is very rare. The best part
about this is that it will be
the real Cup on display, not
a fake," said Gingher.
For more information
about "Hockey Fights
Cancer," visit their official
website at

I •
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Smokers
deserve
some
rights
Non-smokers need to have some consideration

a

I am a sophomore here at WSU, and yes, I am
a smoker. It is not something I am insanely happy
about, and I am aware of
the consequences of my
habit, but it is something
that has become a part of
me. I feel that the proposals in the letter to the
editor in the Feb. 2 3
edition of The Guardian
("Smokers need alternatives") are ridiculous.
Is it not enough that
we already have to leave
all buildings to smoke,
but now we have to have
specific areas for smoking
too?
I understand that
many people are uncomfortable with second-hand
smoke, but for the
amount of smoke that lingers near the entrances, it is not so difficult to hold your breath
for the few seconds it takes to move past the
smokers.
Also, it is not as if all those who smoke

crowd around the entrances at the same time. There
are usually only a few people
standing around.
As the letter states, it is my
"right" to smoke. Non-smokers
have chosen not to exercise
this right, but that doesn't
mean the smokers should be
condemned to far off areas. It
is as much my right to stand
outside an entrance as it is
anyone else's right to walk
from building to building on
this campus. I am also off ended that the proposal in-

cludes our being monitored by

Public Safety. Shouldn't they
concentrate their efforts on
something more important?
A compromise will never be
reached between smokers and
non-smokers.
•
Unfortunately there is much
discrimination in this world. Everyday we must
accept people who are different than us; why should
this case be an exception?
Kate Leishman

Sophomore, Theatre Studies

Evaluations need to be open, published
This letter is in response to the article "Students,
faculty debate evaluation issue" (The Guardian, Feb.
16) by Leslie Benson. The question of student complaints is a major concern at Wright State and many
other college campuses across the country. Are they
really effective? Will my concerns or questions be
addressed? Is anyone listening? As a first year
student, like many other first-year students, I was
virtually unaware of any formal complaint procedure. I did, however, find the university's basic
complaint procedure on-line. This procedure appeared to be complicated, involving many steps and
seemed very time consuming. This can be very
discouraging to a first-year student, perhaps reducing the likelihood of him/her filing a complaint.
I believe that the publication of faculty evaluations is a very good idea. It is a way to curtail or
reduce the anxiety and nervousness felt by students
when making complaints.
I feel this solution is quite feasible since students will be able to walk into a course knowing the
requirements and the expectations of the course.
This would benefit the student and the instructor
since both would be on the same page, thus ending
or reducing the number of complaints filed. Some

faculty do not endorse the idea, citing that the publication of evaluations could "result in a loss of superb
faculty who were unprepared for public ridicule or
slander." I, on the other hand, feel that the publication of

faculty evaluations would prompt faculty to improve

teaching methods and better themselves as teachers. The
evaluations should not be taken personally. They are not
meant to hurt or offend the teacher. Faculty should use
the comments to their advantage.
Another major concern is the question of money. It is
estimated that it will cost about $5,000 per year to
implement and maintain this program. This could mean ,
rise in tuition costs. I feel that the cost is well worth the @»
money it takes to provide this quality service to students,
and that many students wouldn't mind paying for it.
In conclusion, I feel that it is high time that Wright
State made the move, like Ohio State University, to publicize faculty evaluations. I think that publication over the
Internet would be the most effective because it would be
readily available to all students. I believe it would be
beneficial to everyone involved. I hope that this is one
plan that will be implemented.

.-.

Reba S. Wall
Freshman, Marketing
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Op-Ed

QetterstotheEditor;k

had

+jitterbugs should he

lac} women 1at an in1[a&! ,shamed of themselves

As Black History Month comes to an end, I wanted to comment on the content of
articles that The Guardian featured highlighting black history. The articles "Black
history month recognized at WSU" (Feb. 9) and "February: a historic month of discovery" were interesting, but not very insightful. The first article was a meager represent ation of activities held at WSU that "celebrate African-American heritage and culture." It
provided a calendar of events, but neglected to give thorough and pertinent insight
into the historical experiences that enrich black culture and heritage like the Enslavement Era, Civil Rights Movement, Million Man March and Million Woman March. The

Quad

is WSU's front yard

Today was the first day for months that Wright State
actually resembled a college campus. As I got to school at
a little after one o'clock, I saw dozens of students outside
on the quad for the first time since last fall. Everyone was
taking advantage of the beautiful weather. Unfortunately,
second article attempted to mention the accomplishments of blacks, but it's account
the
warm weather seems to lead to an ugly habit for
was inclusive of only black men. The contributions of males are important in black
some people: littering. As I walked up onto the grass, I
history but are no less significant than those of females. It's crucial to acknowledge the noticed a pile of wrappers and boxes left from someone's
brilliance and valor of those who participated in the struggle and progression of the lunch. I asked a friend if perhaps it belonged to the group
African-Americans, but the list exceeds the men who are the initiators of Black History nearby playing hackey sack, but she said that no, it
Month, the inventor of the gas mask, and the acclaimed astronomer who assisted in
belonged to a group that got up and left it there a few
building the White House.
minutes before. I stood in the middle of the grass did a
What about the feminine perspective? There was no mention of black women like
full 360-degree turn and counted 14 garbage cans in the
Mary Jane Mcleod Bethune (1875-1950) who was an outstanding educator and the first
black woman in the United States to establish a school that became a four-year accred- quad! Fourteen! Now, I don't know if this litter bug
mentality is a result of complete disrespect for our
ited college, Bethune-Cookman College. There was no mention of Dr. Ida Gray Nelson
environment,
extreme laziness, or that someone's Mama
(1867-1953) the first black woman in America's history to earn a Doctor of Dental
didn't
raise
him/her
right. I'd like to think that all of us
surgery degree. There was no mention of Bessie Coleman (1893-1926) who received her
are
grown
ups
and
would
be upset to find someone else's
air pilot's liscense from the Federation Aeronautique Internationale in France
trash
on
our
own
front
lawns.
Well, the quad (and the rest
ts'ecame the first black female pilot. The achievements of these women are remarkable of campus, for that matter) is our
front lawn. I've been
i@ind just as important as those of men.
known
to
pick
up
trash
in
parks
and
even cemeteries, but
The achievements of African-Americans are so vast that it is implausible for The
none
of
us
should
have
to
pick
up
someone
else's garGuardian to highlight every success. However, Black History Month allocates twentybage
before
lounging
on
the
quad.
Please
pick
up after
eight days (29 during leap year) to note the prolific foresight and undaunted fortitude
yourselves.
If you truck your Taco Bell and Pizza Hut
of African-Americans. During this time, the writers should give special attention and
lunch out to the quad, then it shouldn't be a problem to
equal representation to the people and events that have been a vital part of not only
truck the trash a few feet more and into one of the
Black History, but American history.
.
several trashcans that are provided!

and

Michelle Phifer

Tiffani Angus
Graduate Student, English

e lssue of quarters vs. semesters
Senior, Communication

as

~ . ..1

Commentary
By Angelle Haney
Op-Ed Editor

I have some startling
news for the powers-that-

«ti @t our beloved Wright
7State ( can you tell I'm

about to graduate and am
getting a little mistyeyed?), and I don't want
anyone to overreact.
·
Wright State is, well,
it's-it's a commuter
campus!
And, besides that, it's

very well, to put it quite

htirttiy-it's full of (gasp)

non-traditional students!
Having put those two
not-so-dirty, not-so-ugly

indisputable truths out

frankly.

itis easier to ask an em-

percent of the universities

there on the table, allow
me to continue with the
stated topic of this little
diatribe.

As a commuter school,
full of the aforementioned
non-traditional students,
of which I am one, quarters

player for 10 Thursday
nights off so you can go to
class than it is for 15.
Also, three regular

in this country are on

Up in the lofty halls of
faculty senate, this issue is
being hashed out with the
customary restraint and

the average WSU student.
Look at it, really:
We get to cover a wider
range of subjects over the

to enter school during the
year. Some faculty and
some administration might
not like it, but as students

the switch mid-game.
It might be a novel
idea to actually ask
students about the

monly shown by grown
adults.
Or, maybe not.
But the hope is that
this will be the last, definitive discussion on the·
subject, and a decision will
be reached, once and for
all.
Godspeed and good
luck to 'em.
But I can't believe that

ate stay. Depth is a lovely
idea, especially in classes
you're really interested in,
but that's what grad school
is for.
Most of us are holding
down at least one job while
we're going to school (my
personal record is four
jobs during an 18-hour
quarter, but that led to my
mini-nervous breakdown. I

dren, money woes and a
whole host of issues.
Issues which, to be fair,
they probably didn't have
when they went to college.
It gives us greater
flexibilty and some more
much-needed chances to
get our proverbial act

their lives, but I'm bold
enough to suggest it.
All the studies in the
world are interesting an
instructive, but they
don't account for the
unique nature of Wright
State's student culture.
The administration
and some of the faculty
may not be proud of tha
culture. But, like it or

Quarters vs. semesters. are a pretty good deal for

good judgement so com-

itiseyenan_issue, puite

terms means three chances They aren't trying to make

course of our undergradu- we are dealing with chil-

don't recommend it.), and

semesters.
But 'most of .them
started out on semesters.

together.

It has been argued,
repeatedly, like an attempt

imapct this will have on

at brainwashing, that 90 +>° ttbot; wear@ nrotid bf it,)
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"Raiders" continued
sure these guys (rest of the
team) will too."
The opening round
matchups at the UIC
Pavilion begin on Saturday
with the battle of Wisconsin as Milwaukee (14-13, 68 MCC) and Green Bay (1415, 6-8 MCC) take to the
hardwood at 12:30 p.m.
The second game of the
day features number one
seeded Butler (20-7, 12-2
MCC) against Loyola (14-13,

4-10 MCC).

Cleveland State (16-13,
9-5 MCC), seeded number
two, will take on UIC (1019, 5-9 MCC) in the third
matchup of the evening.
The Raiders will tip off
their tournament in the
final game of the day
against Detroit at 9 p.m.
The game should be
intense as Detroit averages
70.4 points a game compared to WSU's 61.4 points
a game.
Detroit is led by senior
guard Rashad Phillips. He
is first in the MCC in

scoring with 23.1 points a
game and assists with 5 .17
a game. He also connects
3.17 three-point field goals
a game which is also good
for best in the MCC.
Senior Desmond

Ferguson adds 14.1 points

per game.
WSU holds the three
and four spots in the MCC
scoring department.
Melson is third in the
MCC averaging 18.9 points
a game, and sophomore
Israel Sheinfeld scores 16.9
points a game.
Sheinf eld averages
7.6 rebounds a game
which is atop all
MCC competition,
and Melson is right
behind him with 7. 3
rebounds a game.
"With as close as
our conference is
CONFERENCE
from top to bottom
there is not a lot of

MIDWESTERN 'COLLEGIATE

CAMPUS-BASED FINANCIAL AID

1. The 2000-2001 Renewal Application or the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), must be
mailed to the federal processor no later than MARCH 1,
2000. The Renewal Application or the FAFSA can be
electronically filed. Computer access is available
through the Office of Financial Aid, or can be
downloaded from the Internet at www,fafsa.ed.gov. If
you are downloading from the Internet, be sure to have

amodem connection to your PC

.

2. The 2000-2001 Wright State Financial Aid Application must be received by the Office of Financial Aid no
later than MARCH 1, 2000. (If the student is applying
for Summer Federal Work-Study Employment, the 2000
Summer financial aid portion of the WSU Financial Aid
Application must be completed.) The Wright State
Financial Aid Application can be completed on the
Wright State web page at www.wright.edu. Click on

Freshman Themas Hope scores two points for Wright State.

difference," explained
Loyola head coach Larry
Farmer. "The team that
brings it that day, is going
to have a great chance at
being successful that day.
It's going to be a dog fight."
Action resumes with a
pair of semi-final games on
Sunday. The first game will
see the Milwaukee/Green
Bay winner face off against
either Butler or Loyola at 1
p.m.
If the Raiders come
away with a victory on
Saturday they will find
themselves paired up with

A

Work-Study apply no.later than the dates indicated

Application, and. the

FAFSA or Renewal Application.
4. The 2000-2001 Scholarship applications for Continu-

ing Undergraduate Students are available in the Office
of Financial Aid in E136 Student Union. Deadline to
return completed scholarship applications is

MARCH 1, 2000.

will be determined live on
ESPN with game time slated
for 6:3 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
March 7.
The winner will be
rewarded an automatic
berth in the NCAA Tourna
ment.
"A lot of times the
teams that advance out of
these tournaments are the
ones who really want it the
most, and hopefully our
guys are going to be like
that," concluded Schilling.

Volunteering Info. Session
4- 5 pm

3. Because federal funding limitations, it is essential
that students who wish to be considered for Federal

1, 2000

The MCC Champion @

3/1, Wednesday:

'Current Students' to get to the financial aid site.

above. Please make special note of the MARCH
deadline for submitting the WSU Financial Aid

the Cleveland State/UIC
winner at 3:30 p.m.
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- E 163 SU
Find out how you can help'
Come listen to reps. fron ®
C.H.O.LC.E., Aid for Aids,

and Teamwork.
Enjoy free refreshments!
For more information

on an event or to prop" p

an event, call the UA..r
office at 775-5500
or stop by W028 SU.
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Bands rock at local tavern\Simplicity is the key

By Alf Butler

Staff Writer

Last Thursday night,
Gas Giants and Stir got
things rocking at Canal
Street Tavern with over
two hours of spirited
rock.
Laid back and styling
tousled hair, Robin
Wilson and the rest of
the Gas Giants started
the night off at 9:30 p.m.
Dressed in black, his
strong vocals and guitar
work went near perfectly
with Dan Henzerling on
guitar and Phillip
Rhodes on drums.
Together the three
had strong chemistry
performing rockers such
as "Quitter" to the
tongue-in-cheek like "I
Hope My Kids Like
Marilyn Manson."
With the set featur-

5 Ing twelve songs, mostly

•

from the group's new
album, the session had
great maturity in lyrics
and music.
Ranging from melodic to harder-edged
and spacey, the Gas
Giants had a totally
relaxed attitude with
their music, creating a
great atmosphere in the
intimate bar setting.
Even when Rhodes broke
a drumhead right before
the show after a vigorous number, the technical difficulties were
taken in stride and
didn't seem to slow
them down at all.

Though one of the

<t»

show's biggest highlights
was when the former Gin
Blossom, Wilson, told
the group to play

play in Ohio quite a bit
and hope to see you
there."
After the
crowd
cheered
again
after
Wilson
and
Henzerling's
leaping

Still, +

cheered for

the Gin Blos-

som hit "Allison

A,q f4gb!

some of the
loudest cheers

t veTme towards the

«nce°
5,%0·"7

rurs?

try
between

"a\y"
the young mem,,th?®? bers just wasn't there

{how's end when Wilson

announced that though
this was the band's first
time in Ohio, "we plan to

like the Giants.

The group's lyrics

were trite and shallow. In
fact, the best numbers
were the instrumentals.

Al-

though,
simple
and

"Holy Dogs",
the alterna-

to please the masses.

crowd

Road," and

sopho-

While some of the
music works, it's really
t h e
lyrics that
drag the
album
down.

more
effort,

""
E5,k pias
og@er@Fear@ rock
ice ,
"Clones (We're All),"
before turning over the
stage to Stir.
By the time Stir came
on at 10:45 p.m., the bar
had thinned out a little.
Still, as the band played
on and more came out for
the St., Louis trio. With
their first song,
"Superstation," off their
latest album, the crowd
was excited.
The young trio played
hard, but didn't have the
versatility that the more
experienced Giants did.
The guitar work by lead
singer and guitarist Andy
Schmidt was swift and
stylish, especially in some
of the instrumental
numbers.
Brad Booker's drumming was energetic and
powerful, while Kevin
Gagnepain played the
bass fairly
well.

·

Returning with
their

band
came
back to
play one
last
number, a
C ooper s

Group not stirring emotions
By Alf Butler
Staff Writer

finale, the

"Allison." The

began singing
atone. suit,

The band also had to deal
with technical difficulties;

which seemed to slow
them down while having
to check their equipment.
That might be because Stir
didn't come in until
halfway through the Gas
Giants show and didn't
seem to take as much
time to check their equipment before the show.
They did overcome the
difficulties though and
made up for it with good
audience participation
taking audience members'
shouted out requests and
doing covers like Pink

Floyd's "Home."

Sure, the band had
some range and Schmidt's
glittery guitar impressed
as he practically shouted
out lyrics for the first few
numbers, immersing
himself in the songs.
Though he just didn't
have the range and attitude of the more mature
Wilson. Though, the
music itself was fairly
strong and it was clear
they had fun up there.
With the two acts, the
audience had an evening
of rock in the bar setting,
where you couldn't just
hear the music, but really
feel it.
Showing more range
and versatility, the Gas
Giants was definitely the
best band, but Stir had the
energy to give their own,
otherwise fairly average,
music a needed lift.

g "ven
tive trio Stir
1} somebrings back
g what
their mix of
4B
catchy,
pop/rock to
follow up on
their self-titled
1995 debut.
Based in St.
4®
too
Louis, Stir
T-s it up a simple
started as a five
piece band, but
trimmed down to
rotch W! ,
first track
its present three,
«4oly
DO9®
«Superstation,"
Andrew Schmidt on
sounds upbeat, but
vocals and guitars,
with
Schmidt singing
Brad Booker on percus"Hope
you're having
sion, and Kevin
fun/Bring your ticket
Gagnepain on bass.
and let's go to the
Some tracks like the
show"
it just never
first single, "New Begincatches.
The music and
ning" are rockers with
·
the
guitar
in the backheavy beats and a catchy
ground
are
intro, but others are
get i C
slow and the album as a
whole seems to be repetitive with many of the
twelve tracks sounding very similar.
Though,
Stir

iii::

Aa, srl®®,,

SF·®{""Jr awa+

Like

ue

does

mixing

it

with dif-

up

ferent

styles on tracks like

"Moon" and "Velvet Elvis"

where the band combines African rhythms
and background vocals
with rock. Overall, the
music is a strong plus
for the album. Capturing almost a live feel, it's
raw and laced with heavy
beats with great work by
Booker.

just
the
words.
Some tracks
are better with the
title track being one of
the best. Still, don't
expect any deep lyrics
on the album, it's more
just for fun.
Though the album
has its faults, overall
for a sophomore effort,
it's not that bad. If
listeners are fans of
other bands like the
Goo Goo Dolls or Train,
it may be a popular
album, and they may
have potential to cause
a stir in the future.
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USU Dance Ensemble flying high,
Poetic
harmony
Students recite at open-mic
Wednesday, March1, 2000

By Russell Florence

has chosen to choreo-

Staff Writer

By Don Bruce

After Franklin, the

For the Guardian

MRP's took stage and

The Mad River Poets,
(MRP) a group of scrappy
farmer WSU grads, held
court at the Trolley Stop
on Monday, Feb. 21, with
wide range of poetry, all
while backed by the
psychedelic funk groove
of Indianapolis indie
band Liquid Pez.
A bi-monthly event at
the Trolley Stop, the MRP
poetry reading is a good
place to come relax, sip
some wine or beer and
get your spiritual tank
filled.
The evening was

offered various versions
of poetry styles. The
poets came and went
quickly from the stage in
the controlled chaos of
the night.
MRP member and
former WSU graduate,

Mike Heflinger was cor-

nered and offered up
some insight on the Mad
River Poets.
the Poets have been
together for four years
and according to

Heflinger, "We're all

basically former Wright
State students." The Poets
claim former editors of
The Guardian and Nexus
as members of their tribe.
Hellinger admits it can
be hard to get people out
to poetry readings, but a
good crowd normally
arrives before the night is
out.
"We used to do the coffee
shop circuit, but they
closed down. Now the
Trolley Stop is good
enough to let us come
here and do our thing. It
might be quiet now [9
p.m.] but by 11 p.m. we'll
be packed."
The Mad River Poets
will be back to the Trolley

kicked off byWSU senior
Stephanie Irwin at 9 p.m.
with a poem entitled
"Hell Hath No Fury (For
Carol Who Almost Made

It Out)."

After Irwin, open-mic
poets finally broke from
the ranks of those of us
circled about the stage
salivating for words and
quenching our thirst.
Another WSU student,
Mary van Loveren took
stage and read her
steamy, innuendo filled
poetry that left many in
the crowd cooing with

approval.

Krista Franklin con-

tinued the parade of WSU

students to the mic and
lit up the room with some
beat styled poetry .that
brought memories of
Langston Hughes to
mind.

Stop in April. If you're

.

looking for a fresh night
out or crave some
thoughtful company, stop
in and be sure to bring .
your poems for the open-

mic.

NEED MSNEY FOR COLLEGE??

Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for:

1st or 2nd SHIFT / FULL or PART TIME

FLEXIBLE HOU_RS! Great for school schedule.

# First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr

On-the-job Vocational Training
Full Time Benefits Include...
• Medical Insurance
• 401 (k) and Profit Sharing

Paid Vacation and Holidays

Childcare Assistance Program

• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service
·

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 Exit)
Ali Industries is a drug &I smoke free facility.

Soaring by leaps and
bounds, the members of
the 2 000 WSU Dance
Ensemble in Concert are
readily prepared to
electrify the Festival
Playhouse.
The concert will
showcase the techniques
of classical,
modern and jazz
dance. The
evening will also
highlight the
talents of WSU
dance majors,
faculty and guest
choreographers.
"We are
extremely proud
of our dancers
this year," said
Suzanne Walker,
WSU Associate
Professor of
Dance. "Many of
our dancers
perform with

graph "Disparate Love
Songs."
Sharon Leahy,
founder and director of
Rhythm in Shoes, is
choreographing "The
Harvest Home Suite"
which uses excerpts
from a major work.
Shandra Felts offers

tale about present day

relationships.
Suzanne Walker's
contribution to the
festivities will be

"Estrellas." 'Estrellas,'

which is Spanish for
'stars', shows the Latin
side of John Coltrane,"
said Walker.
"It's also a combination of blues,
jazz and ballroom,
but all are performed with a
modern touch It's
a furious, fast,
jazzy yet highly
technical number,"

added Walker. "My

dancers are on
stage non-stop,

j and it really

"IE showcases their
g
3
d
g

.

ii the musical, "A
= Chorus Line,"

i which will appear

other profes-

sional dance
ensembles in the
Dayton area
including the

Dayton Contem-

strength."
Presently Walker
is working on the
choreography tor

at the Festival

8 Playhouse in May.

g Also, the Dayton

WSU Dance Ensemble perform next week in

porary Dance
the Festival Playhouse.
Company. We also have
"Chairs," a literal and
chosen one senior dance
figurative dance selecmajor whose work
tion. Karen Russo,
proved exceptional
director of the Dayton
enough to join our
Ballet 2, has chosen to
roster of professional
choreograph "The Eve of
choreographers," added
Beltane."
Walker.
Patricia White, WSU
The event's selecAssociate Professor of
tions will offer a wide
Dance, is choreographvariety of interpretive
ing "Close Call,"a moddances. Jon Rodriguez,
ern dance that weaves a
WSU Dance Coordinator

E

i: Contemporary

Dance Company 2
will be the featured guest at the
concert. "They will be
performing 'Love and
Weather,' a collage of
Motown music," said
Walker.The WSU Dance
Ensemble in Concert will
be held at the Festival
Playhouse March 9-12.
For more info. on the
concert, contact the
Theatre Box Office at

Toright the Ruff Ryders and the Cash Money

>,~
.<". ,:•.·
f.·.•'•.)···...· · ...·•M
illionai. res will perfom live at the ~in J.
[ff-f
. . Nutter
Center. The concert is headlined by
.
rlull
• 1 ,r,r!:-:' DMX who s third realese, "...And Then There
j?[?z!',
Was X," has sold over a million copies,

i
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making it platinum. Also from the Ruff

Ryders crew are Drag-On, Eve and the Lox
who's second release, "We Are The

Streets," is the group's first re-

lease with Ruff Ryders.
The Cash Money camp will bring
Juvenile,who's album, "The G Code," has gone
platinum as well. While Lil' Wayne, B.G., Hot
Boys and the Big Tymers are also slated to
appear.
"

For information contact the Nutter Center
Box Office at 775-4789.

•
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me that Nu Flavor
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When you think of

the word "new," you

might think of something different or

original.

not use their Latin

did

appeal to add original-

ity on this album.
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tastes.
In this
case,Nu
Flavor only fits half
the bill. Nu Flavor is a
group of Latin singers
who try to put a Latin
twist on their boyband music. It didn't
work.
Their music sounds
similar to the
Backstreet Boys and

59( has a dose of some

» ale R&B groups like

Ideal.
In an age when
Latin musicians like
Jennifer Lopez, Ricky
Martin, Santana and
Enrique Inglesias are
capitalizing on their
heritage, it surprises

I
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through.
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If you don't mind

THINKING

are

said

dbythe

copycat acts, then
you '11 like this album.

then this isn't for you.

riday.
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ithtlH

Words," is an especially
good song because the

If you want originality,

n-
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Words," "Sprung,"and
"It's On." "3 Little

The College of Business
and Administration at Wright State
University offers both undergraduate
and graduate degrees in business.
For more
information call:

\

hat

tent

to listen toall the way

ABOUT A DEGREE
IN BUSINESS?

t very

ton.

good
racks, and
e rest of the
um is good enough

what original, and its
quality booms through
your speakers.
Although the track
is similar to songs boybands are doing now,
I'll let it go.

er

Cai Chapter of

rority, Inc. con-

3sa Stapleton at
!3.

The ins and outs of wrestling
Campus Rec
By Dan Williams
For the Guardian

The Nutter Center
will host a Grappling
Seminar for a second
year at Wright State
University's Nutter
Center. The seminar
invites back last year's
special instructor,
Matt Furey.

Matt was a colle-

giate champion in
wrestling, having
come up through the
ranks in Iowa.
He later began to
study the art of Chinese meditation and
began to see his wrestling improve because
of it.
"At this seminar,
Matt will not only

presents grappling seminar
show people how to
wrestle, but how to

grapple, how to take

someone down and what
to do with them when
they are down. Much of
it involves submission
holds and pressure
points," said Matt
McCormick , seminar
organizer.
Last year was a success for the Grappling
Seminar, and an even
bigger turnout is expected for this year.
"Matt is a great
teacher and wrestler,
and taught me many
things that I had never
thought about," said
McCormick.

T'e seminar wi'' be

held in Mclin Gym in the

Nutter Center on Saturday, March 11. It will
run from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Cost is $40 for
students if you preregister and $ 50 for
pre-registered nonstudents.
Payment can also be
made at the door at $60
for students and $70
for non-students.
For more information on the seminar
contact Matt
McCormick at (93 7)

431-1140. You can also

visit Matt Furey's
website at ERLINK
http://
www.combatwrestling.com,
or contact Campus Rec.

at 775-5815.

e
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Raiders get revenge on Ramblers, finish tied for fourth place

»

half.
"The (WSU) players
Staff Writer
came to me and said 'don't
force it, the game will come
After saying junior
to you,' and that is what I
Kevin Melson "choked" in a
game last month, the Loyola did in the second half," said
Sheinf eld. "They looked for
players could do nothing
but watch in the second half me, and I scored."
Sophomore guard
Saturday night as the Raider
Marcus May continued to
forward-put on a display.
struggle from the floor (oneMelson poured in 3 3
points, and Wright State put for-five) but finished with
seven points and three
up 5 5 points in the second
assists.
half as the Raiders rallied
Loyola (14-13, 4-10
past the Ramblers 84-71 on
MCC)
got 30 points from 5senior night in front of
foot-8-inch
freshman David
7,568 spectators in the
Bailey
and
12
points from
Nutter Center.
"I feel pretty good now. I guard Earl Brown.
In action on Thursday
just wanted to come out
the Raiders beat up on UIC
here and play as hard as I
72-52.
could because they said
The Flames scored the
some things about me after
the last game. I just wanted opening bucket before the
Raiders controlled the rest
to prove that I could play,"
of the game.
said Melson.
"We got after them
K-Rock tied the game at
early," said Sheinfeld who
51 with a second chance
finished with 2 3 points and
rebound and put the Raiders (11-16, 6-8 MCC) ahead 11 rebounds. "Everyone was
defending. Everyone played
(53-51) with a pair of free
unselfish. Everybody got
throws at 9:45 in the game.
Sophomore center Israel their shots."
A 19-4 run was capped
Sheinfeld finished with 26
off when Melson knocked
points after being held to
just three points in the first down a three to put the
By Tony Arnold

Raiders on top 19-6 with
11:46 remaining in the half.
Sheinfeld found senior
Steve Yeagle who connected
from long range to extend
the lead to 29-12.
The Raiders only built
on their halftime lead into
the second half before
polishing off the Flames 7252.
WSU outrebounded UIC
41-33 and shot 4 7 percent
compared to UIC's 31
percent.
The Raiderss also
connected on 18 total free
throws while UIC only hit
10.
Melson scored 24 points
while grabbing eight rebounds for the Raiders.
Freshman Joe Bills hit
two three-point baskets for
six points.
Yeagle, sophomore

Tyson "Pitbull" Freeman,

and May each added five
points. Freeman also led the
team in assists with four.
The Flames were led by
Jordan Kardos who scored
13 points.
WSU plays Detroit
Saturday in their first round
of the MCC Tournament.

Kevin Melson takes it to the hole as Israel Sheinfeld gets
inside position against Illinois-Chicago last Thursday. Melson
scored 24 points, and Sheinfeld added 23 points and 11
rebounds in a Wright State 72-52 defeat over the Flames.

Van Der Geest on a roll, Wright State ends 10-game losing streak
in the second half
with a 12-5 run of
their own. They
trailed by only two
(50-48) with 13:49
remaining, but the
Vikings went on a

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Wright State
women's basketball team
finished up their home
portion of the 1999-2000
season last week with a
pair of Midwestern Collegiate Conference battles.
Cleveland State visited
the Nutter Center last
Thursday seeking revenge
from a 67-62 loss in Cleveland on Jan. 29. They
found the basket and the
three-point line early and
often for a 72-64 win.
CSU went on a 17-4 run
in the first half to lead at

the half 45-36. They connected on five-of-l0 three-

pointers and hit 8-of-10

16-5 run to win

the contest. WSU
was also

outrebounded 4337.

Wright State
may have lost the
game, but senior
Jess Van Der
Geest hit for a
career high with

25 points (1l-for-

j 14 from the floor),

# grabbed 13

j rebounds and
m Is dished out four
g assists.

from the free throw line in
the first half while shootJess Van Der Geest set a career high for
ing 5 5 percent from the
points (25} and became the 10th woman in
field.
The Raiders responded WSU history to score 1,000 points last week.

==suE

Freshman

Leslie Weaver also
had a career night
with nine points

off the bench.
Preseason MCC Player
of the Year Audra Cook
scored 2 3 points, collected
14 rebounds and had five
assists.
Junior Mahogany Green
added 18 points.
On Saturday, the third
place Detroit Titans came
to town for the home finale
for seniors Van Der Geest,
Lenora Combs and
Jeannine Andrews.
WSU jumped out early,

7-2, and also used an 11-3

run to stay atop the Titans.
The teams exchanged
baskets, but the Raiders
made five more field goals
and shot SO percent from
the floor for a 38-27 halftime lead.
The Raiders stayed
focused and matched
baskets in the second half
to preserve a 84-71 victory.
The 84 points is the most

scored by the squad this
year, and the team also
ended their ten game
losing streak against the
Titans.

"We felt confident

against Detroit today. It's a
big win. Every win from
here on out is a big win,"
said head coach Lisa Fitch.
"Thursday's the game
we should have won but we
picked it up and we played
well tonight. We won. It
was awesome. Everybody
J
contributed tonight, and ~
everyone did their part at

one point," said Van Der

Geest.
Another impressive
plateau was set for Van Der
Geest as she hit two free
throws with 3: 15 left in the

game to become the 10th

woman in Raider hist

,I

See "Women" p. 15
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Swim teams conclude season, place second at MCG meet
Waldbillig.
The men's

squad suf-

fered a huge

disappoint-

i fell to the
a University of
ment as they

'I Wisconsin-

Ji Milwaukee
= 674.5 to 627.
I The Raiders
By Brandy Hollon
Staff Writer

The men's and women's
swimming and diving
teams traveled to Cleveland
this past week and placed
second in the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
meet.
Wisconsin-Green Bay
tallied 702.5 points to take
first place while the Raiders trailed behind with a
final score of 644.
Freshman Heather Weil
received the Newcomer of
the Year Award claiming
first place in the 1650 and
freestyle events.
Other titles captured by
U were the 400 medley
relay, the 200 freestyle
relay, and in the 200
individual medley by junior
Chasi Riley.
"I wish we would have

won, but we swam very
well. Wisconsin-Green Bay
just had a lot more girls
than we did. It was nice to
win the 400 medley and
200 freestyle. It feels good
to just to have improved,"
commented senior Sarah
Green.
Sophomore Stephanie
Waldbillig also spoke about
the tournament, "We just
didn't have the numbers to
win. Kristy Gossett was
injured and unable to dive,
and that really hurt us. We
had 15 girls, and they had

17."

Junior Marianne Wilson
came through for the
Raiders by swimming the
mile which was not a
normal event for her.
"Marianne did a great
job. She placed in the top
eight, and that was not
even her event," said

if: were disquali-

fied for a
false start in
the 200 medley which cost
them 40 points and ulti-

Sophomore Katie Scholl and the rest of the women placed second last week.

mately

The women's softball
team slept easily on their
flight home from the
Charleston softball tournament Monday morning. The
Raiders came out of the
tournament with a championship, going 4-2 in the
two-day event.
The Raider's put down
ii leston Southern, 2-1,
cofege of Charleston
twice, 4-3, 3-0, and St.
Francis in the champion-

ship, 9-1.

"We played well, even
in the games we lost," said
head coach Sheila
Nahrgang. "Our pitching
did very well. Both Kim

(Sy fnd Kristenii
(Bul.. R) did very well.

They showed a lot of

stamina."
The Raider hurlers
pitched in six games in two
days, playing three games
both days. Sycks, a junior,
was given All-Tournament
recognition for her pitching
efforts.
Also making the AllTournament team were
Wright State juniors Annie
Divac and Michelle
Demmitt. Sophomore Julia
Tamai had another great
weekend and also made the
All-Tournament team.
The softball team's
record is now 6-6, and they
will be in Virginia this
weekend playing in a five
team tournament. Action
for that begins on Saturday
at 11 a.m. against Delaware.
The baseball team
didn't have as pleasant of a

claimed the number one
spot in the 100 freestyle,
and junior Hrvoje Lusic
won the 400 individual
medley. The 400 medley
relay were also victorious

in the championship.

Waldbillig commented
on the future of the green
and gold, "I hope individually to place in the top
three in the 400 individual
medley. As a team, we have
~ cheer where the guys
bark and the girls say 'let's
dog it out.' That is what we
need to do next year. We

the

champi-

onship.
"We
reviewed
the tape,
and the
call the
official

made was

incorrect.
The
officials
made a
lot of bad
Senior Adam Cicora said, " ... the team did good," at the MCC Championships.
calls that
day,and
that one cost us the title,"
need to be a team instead
for the men were senior
said senior Adam Cicora.
of just people who train
Mike Besco who placed
Cicora was still recover- first in the 100 breastroke,
next to each other in the
ing from a midseason
pool. That is what it takes
junior Osiris Briseno who
injury that cost him to lose captured the title in the
to win a conference championship.
We are not going
100
backstroke,
sophothree weeks of training. "I
down without a fight."
more Carl Thompson who
was also feeling a little

Softball wins tourney, baseball swept at Troy
By Justin Ross
For the Guardian

under the weather at the
· championship," added
Cicora.
"Overall, the team did
great. We fought hard. We
deserved the title, but got
cheated out of it," said
Cicora.
Highlights from the
men's team included senior
Richard Greves, who set a .
new MCC and WSU record
and qualified for the NCAA
meet, by winning the 200
freestyle with a time of
1:38.42.
Also making a showing

trip as they played three
games at Troy State. The
Raiders (0-6) dropped all
three games to Troy (7-5).
The first game was all
Troy as they exploded in
the first three innings
scoring 13 runs and holding Wright State to just
one. Freshman Chris Tuttle
was a ray of sunshine in
the storm as he banged out
three hits in his five at
bats. The first day finished
with a final score of 16-3,
and senior pitcher Casey
Sanford took the loss on
the mound.
The next day's game
was much closer than the
first game and was tied at
the end of the seventh
inning 2-2. In the bottom of

See

"Baseball" p.17
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The Raiders shot an

"Women" continued

impressive 51 percent fro

score 1,000 points in her

(7-17, 5-7

career.

the field.
Wright State

MCC) has already won two
"I am very happy about moregames in conference
that," saidVan Der Geest. play this year. They visit
Shefinished with 12 Wisconsin this week for
points and five rebounds. theirlast two games before

Combs also made her

last game special as she
scored 21 points and
grabbed seven rebounds.

the MCC Tournament.
"Wilis are motivating
for the kids. They love

themand are enjoying

"It wasa huge game.
It's thelast game I'll ever
play here so I wanted to go
out with a bang. I want to
leave mymark hereat
Wright State," said Combs.
Junior Chanda
Hollingsworth hit five-of-10

them," added Fitch.
They play Green Bay on
Thursday and travel to
Milwaukee on Saturday for

finished with 17 points.
Junior Reggen Stewart
came off the bench to add
16points(7-0f-9), nine
rebounds and four assists.

know we can win. We've

from three-pointland and

the final, game. The tournamentwill be held in Detroit

beginning Thursday,
March11.

"Theseare games we

got to goin, and we've got
to focus, work hard and
wantit more than they do,"

said Combs.

Three Wright State seniors making an impact
16 The Guardian Wednesday, March 1, 2000

·
e»
years after transferring

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

from Cincinnati State.

Combs said, "Sweeping
Butler this year," was her
most memorable moment
at WSU.
Her greatest accomplishment was, "probably ~
choosing a major and
~
sticking with it. I finally
found out what I want to
do with my life," added
Combs.
"I am going to miss
being part of the team, my
coaches and teammates,"

The Wright State

women's basketball team

will be losing three familiar

faces to all those who
attend Raider games.
Seniors Jeannine
Andrews, Lenora Combs
and Jess Van Der Geest
played the last home game
of their collegiate careers
last Saturday and will finish
up regular season action
this week before the conference tournament in two
weeks.

RI]
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Andrews is a 6-foot-2-

inch center from Indianapolis, IN.
Andrews, an exercise
science major, plans on
graduating in spring 2001.
She has played Raider
roundball for all four years
of her career at WSU.
"My most memorable
moment was when I made
All-Tournament at the IU
Tournament (Hampton Inn/
Fazoli's Classic) my sophomore year," said Andrews.
Andrews says her

[EnH;

la
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· The three seniors: Jess Van Der Geest, Lenora Combs and Jeannine Andrews before their home finale.

greatest accomplishments
are, "finishing all four years
playing basketball and being
the first child in my family
to graduate college."
"I am going to miss the
team because we all hang
out. I am going to miss
playing basketball and
spending time with team-

mates," added Andrews.
After graduation, more
school is in the future for
Andrews.
"I am planning on going
to graduate school back
home and becoming a
surgery assistant or a nurse
practitioner," commented
Andrews.

the fans are always yelling
for me."
The former walk-on
earned a scholarship and a
place in the hearts of the
Raider faithful with his
work ethic.
"It's great to go out
with a win obviously. We
have been playing well as
of late, and going into the
tournament we need a win.
It's especially fun for me
because it is always good
to go out with a victory. All
these guys are great, and I
am going to miss playing
for them when it is all said
and done," said Yeagle
The outside shooting
threat scored a career-high
in points in 1996-97 and in
1997-98 against Butler and
Wilmington with 10 points.
"I think Yeagle has
played great. Ever since I
have been here he has been
a great person on the
team," explained Kevin

has been great playing with
hi m.
Yeagle plans on graduating in spring 2001 with a
degree in secondary education with a concentration
in math.
He has two most
memorable moments in a
Raider uniform during his
four years.
"The upset over UIC in
the conference tournament
two years ago, and the win
over Michigan State this
year are about tied," said
Yeagle.
"Earning a scholarship
and leading the team in
three-point shooting
percentage," Yeagle
claimed were his greatest
accomplishments at Wright
State.
"I am going to miss all
the people I have come in
contact with here," added
Yeagle.
After graduation,
Yeagle plans to look for a
job. If employers know
about his work ethic on the
court, he won't have to
look long for a job. ~

Wright State will also
lose another 6-foot post
player. Combs is a senior
from Newport, Ky, majoring
in secondary English educa-

tion.

She plans on walking
the aisle in spring 2001 as
well. She has donned a
Raider uniform for two

fl commented Combs.

@

After Combs graduates,

~ she has plans on getting a
~ teaching job in the fall

g 2001.

f

Van Der Geest, in her

last home game, became the

10 woman in Raider

history to score 1,000
points in her career.
She has been with the
team all four years and is a
health, physical education
and recreation major with a
concentration in athletic

training. She hails from

See Seniors" p.17 a

Yeagle ends /right State career with a win at home

By Tony Arnold

Staff Writer

In the closing seconds
of senior night, and the
WSU last regular season
victory, Raider center
Israel Sheinfeld grabbed
Steve Yeagle at center
court.
The rest of the Wright
State team quickly charged
center court and embraced
the lone senior.
It was obvious to the
Wright State crowd, sporting a sign in block letters
spelling out "YEAGLE #25"
in the student section on
Saturday, that the team
feels the same way they do
about the forward from
Minford, Ohio.
"I think people appreciate when I work hard.
When I am called on, and
no matter how many
minutes I get, I give it
everything I can. I think for
four years I have done that,
and I think they really
appreciate it," said Yeagle.
"It's good for me. It keeps

me pumped up knowing

.

Melson. "He always con-

tributed a lot in practice
and gave it his all, in
practice and when he gets

called upon in games. It

II

Lone senior.Steve Y eagle with head coach

~
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RAIDER
CALENDAR

1

·EN'S

THU
2

FRI
3

SUN

4

Detroit* MCC
(MCC) Second
round

BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

SAT

at
UWGB*

TUE
7

6

MCC
Championship

at
UWM*
at
Northern
Iowa

ASEBALL

MON

at
Kent

at
Louisville

at Cavalier Classic
(Charlottesville,

SOFTBALL

W. TENNIS

at EKU

DAYTON
BOMBERS

Johnstown
7:30 p.m.

Home games in Bold.

MCC Game

at WCU &
Belmont

Inviational Sat.-Sun.

couldn't add any pressure
as they went out on all
~
three batters. Troy then
the eighth, however, Troy
scored six runs and pulled ended the game with four
batters in the bottom of
ahead to an 8-2 lead that
the Raiders weren't able to the ninth to escape with
Senior, Women's Basketball Team
the win. Junior Chris
answer. The game ended
Bedford worked eight
8-2
with
senior
Jason
Newport, KY/ Newport H.S. (Cincinnati State)
innings and struck out
Krenzke leading the way,
seven for his second loss of
going
two
for
four
hitting.
people don't listen to
Nutter Center-I love
the
year. Junior Scott
Junior
pitcher
Chad
Brant
me when I am talking
playing at home."
Marshall had two hits and a
was given the loss for the
Favorite actor:
to them."
stolen base for the Raiders.
Raiders.
Most memorable moTom Cruise
The baseball team will
The final game was a
ment in basketball:
Favorite actress:
nail-biter, but again Wright travel to Louisville for
games on Friday, Saturday
"Going to the Sweet 16 State came away emptyJulia Roberts
and Sunday. WSU will be
handed
losing
3-4
to
Troy.
at Cincinnati State in
Favorite movie:
looking to get their first
The
Raiders
scored
two
"The Color Purple"
the 199 7-98 season."
runs in the eighth inning to win of the season out of
Favorite TV show:
Most embarrassing
. tie the game at three. WSU either Northern Iowa, Kent
State or' Louisville with
"The Ricki Lake Show"
moment in basketball: held Troy through the
action beginning at 4 p.m.
bottom of the eighth but
Last CD purchased:
"When I was a fresh-

#41 Lenora Combs

Birthday:

September 11, 1978

Major: Secondary
English Education
Nickname: "Sometimes they call me LTrain."
Why you chose
WSU: "I loved the
campus, and I really
liked the coaches
and the team. It was
close to home."
Why your number:
"I wore the number
at Cincinnati State,
and it just stuck."

Favorite basketball

player: Jason Williams
Favorite athlete:
Deion Sanders
Favorite sport besides basketball:
Softball

[ rite sports

iead: Cincinnati

Reds

Favorite arena: "The

".. UD is mentioned as a surprise
CINDERALLA team, unlike the winless, on
the road Raiders. In order have successful
team over here, you need the likes of a Tony
Stanley, Brooks Hall, Mark Ashman, Yaunta
Holland, Edwin Young, etc. The best of luck
to the Raiders the rest of the season and
better luck on the road in your conference
tourney in Chicago."

at
Miami

Golf team at the Wolverine

er Pro 1 e

Raider Rap

"It was nice seeing both basketball teams win at '
home on Saturday. Steve Yeagle will be missed in
the program next year."

VA)

M. TENNIS
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"A Bob Marley CD."
Favorite musician:
2 Pac
Favorite song: "Say
My Name" (Destiny's
Child)
Favorite ice cream
flavor: Cookies 'n
Cream
Favorite restaurant:

"BW-3"

Favorite food:

Pizza

Favorite drink:
Mountain Dew
. Best book you've
read: "The Color
Purple" (Alice Walker)
Hobbies: "I love to
play all kinds of sports
and spend time with

friends and family."

Pet peeve: "When

man at Cincinnati
State, I got a rebound
off a missed free
throw and put it back
in the wrong basket in
the conference tournament."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: "My defense."
Best part of your
game: "My shooting."
Where do you see
yourself 10 years
from now: "Teaching
and coaching high
school basketball."
Four players you'd
draft: "Jess Van Der

Geest, Chanda

Hollingsworth, Carrie
Bender and Renada
Springer."

"Baseball" continued

"Seniors"continued/
_ Van
Geest agrees
with
herDer
teammates,
as she
"will miss the same things.

Merrill, Wi._
Van Der Geest will
graduate next spring.

The mostmemorable
momentaccording to Van

Der Geestis, "Last Saturday--beating Detroit at
home on Senior day. We
kicked their butts, and I got
my1,000th point. It was a
big winfor us."

"Iwill miss the team,
a team.I have been apart of
coachesand being apart of

a team my whole life, so
next yearit's going to be

different," added Van Der
Geest.
Van Der Geest is not
sure what she is going to do
after graduation, but she
would eventually like to get

Van Der Geest thought her master's degree.
hard on hergreatest accom-"I would like to teach
plishmentatWrightState. and coachand get my
"Being a partof this master's later on, but I am
team for fouryears, staying notquite sure. I would like
with itandhaving the most to bea strength and condi-

successful seasonas a
tioning coach down the line
senior. Hopefully,I am part as well," concluded Van Der

of helping build agood

Geest.

traditionof women's basTheseseniors have
ketballat WrightState. made impacts through-out
Hopefully thisis theturning theircareers at Wright State

point, andI am apart of it." and willbe missed.
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Employment
Personal care for male
faculty in Beavercreek. $9
per hour, Early mornings 68am transportation
needed. Every other day, no
experience necessary. Call

775-4875

WORK WITH KIDS! HA VE
FUN! NEW HAM PSHIRE
GIRLS' CAMP SEEKS COUNSELORS: SOCCER, SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL, TENNIS, ART,
.WATERSKI, SAILING,
SWIMMING, WSI, LIFEGUARD S, CANOEING,

WILDERNESS, GYMNAS-

TICS, RIDING, DANCE,
CERAMI CS, ARCHERY,
LACROSSE, PHOTO, YEAR BOOK, ROCK CLIMBING,
ICESKATING, PIANO,
GROUP LEADERS & MORE!
TOP SALARY/TRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD . WICOSUTA:

Local company filling entry
level position in customer
retail sales/service, no
telemarketing or door-todoor sales. $11.45 baseappt. Full and Part time ·
1-800-846-9426 APPLY
with flexible hours. May
ONLINE:
earn up to 15 College
WWW .CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
Credits. $40,000 in ScholarCAMP TAKAJO, a boys
ships awarded, conditions
camp
and TRIPP LAKE
exist, must be 18. Call 937CAMP,
a girls camp: Resi436-3580.
dential camps located in
PART TIME HELP NEEDED
SOURTHERN MAINE!
AT GERBER'S TROPICAL
Outstanding 8 week sumFISH, INC. APPROX. 15-20
mer camps, exceptional
WEEKDAY MORNING HRS.
facilities, gorgeous loca$6.50 AND UP. WILL BE
tions. Need qualified male
WORKING WITH LIVE
and female counselers for
TROPICAL FISH, ANY
positions in landsports,
KNOWLEDGE OF TROPICAL
water activities, gymnasFISH WOULD BE A PLUS,
tics, horseback riding, and
BUT NOT REQUIRED.
much more! Room and
ABOUT 15 MINUTES FROM
Board/ Travel allowance.
WRIGHT STATE. PLEASE
Takajo call 800-250CALL 297-0515 TO SET UP Camp
8252,
AN APPOINTMENT.
www .camptakajo.com. Trip
got cash? $7.00/hr weekLake Camp call 800-997ends off, paid vacations,
4347,
flexible schedules, college
www.tripplakecamp.com.
scholarships, $ 50 signing
CONSIDERING ABORTION?
bonus
Information
on a woman's
chick-fil-a @ fairfield
choices.
Your
health and
commons
safety are important to us.
NCR Country Club Is Hiring
Free pregnancy testing and
for Bartenders, Servers,
medical exams. Call Miami
Banquet Staff. Full Time
Valley Women's Center
and Part Time Positions.
Please call (937) 643-6969
or apply at 4435 Dogwood
Personal Assistance
Trail, Kettering, Ohio.
needed. $7.30 hr. If interLocated off Stroop Road,
ested
One Mile West of State
for Micah.
Route 48

SPRING BREAK SUPER
SALE!!!!
CANCUN* JAMAICA NASSAU

Save $50 on Second Semester Blowout! CALL NOW!!

800-293-1443

www.StudentCity.com

JAMAICA SHUTTLE
SPRING BREAK Free info

--

(800) 873-4423 ReggaeJAM
Operators 9-6 message 24/
7 or reggae-jam.com

GO DIRECT! #1 Internetbased Spring Break company offering WHOLESALE
pricing! We have the other
companies begging for
mercy! All destinations!
Guaranteed Lowest Price! 1-

800-367-1252

www .springbreakdirect.com

SIZE DOES MATTER!

BIGGEST BREAK

53-

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR
4 YR. OLD IN MY HOME
NEAR WSU. OCCASIONALLY NEEDED FOR EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS. IF

Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party cruise five
days $279! Include Meals!
Awesome beaches, night
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
Nights From $399! Florida

[?©'..ms, ®00-67&-63so
INTERESTED, PLEASE CALL

$129www.springbreaktravel.com

semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser .com
three-hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www .campusfundraiser.com.
Semen Donors Needed
Earn $200 per specimen.
Fairfax Cryobank in
Dayton, OH seeks healthy
college educated males age
18-44 to participate in a 6
month semen donor program. Call (937) 285-0083
for an application.

2 9 3 - 3 9 1 7 .

www.womenmedservices.com

pf»

PREGNANT? ... FIRST OP-

TION provides Professional
Counseling for difficult
pregnancy decisions. Our
services provide accurate
information about all
options, including abortion,
parenting and adoption.
Your complimentary
consultation is strictly
confidential. Call Michelle

Acra, M.S., LPCC at (937)

427-3447. Conveniently

located at 3973 DaytonXenia Rd., Beavercreek
(near Fairfield Commons
Mall).

WWWSPRINGBREAKHO,COM

1800-224-GULF

#I Spring Break Vacations!

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
& Florida. Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parties &
Cover charges! Space is
Limited! Book it Now! All

major credit cards ac-

cepted! 1-800-234-7007

www .endlessummertours.com
#1 Panama City Vacations!
Party Beachfront @ The
Boardwalk, Summit
Condo's & Mark II. Free
Drink Parties! Walk to Best
Bars! Absolute best price!
All major credit cards

accepted! 1-800-234-7007

www .endlessumm ertours.com

call 775-6273. Ask

Travel

Earn $1000-$2000 this

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS.
Private practice Low FeesPrompt Appointments.
WOMEN'S MED CENTER

PACKAGE BEST PRICE
FROM $29

298-2822.

PIZZAMAKE RS part-time
and full-time, day, evening,
and weekend hours available. Joe's Pizzeria, 4313
Airway Rd. Riverside. 2
8154.

Fraternities-SororitiesClubs-Student Groups
Student Organizations:

Attention Fraternities,
Soroities, Clubs, Student
Groups: Need to earn
$1000-$2000 for a student
organization? CIS, the
since
1995, has the solution with
an easy three-hour
fundraising event. Accept
no imitations. Dates are
filling quickly! Contact us
for immediate results at
(888) 698-1858 or apply on
line at

orginial fundraiser

fundraisingsolutions.net

Ready to Live, Learn and Earn in the

most magical place on earth? Then

becomepartfthe Walt Disney World

4 Ee
;
College
Program.
It's your opportunity
T.El'
.J friends,
to spendasemester making
making magic and making a difference.

W ednesday,

For Rent

If you're

Walking Distance to WSU 2
BR OFF Campus Forest

Lane. 937-879-5184.

i

«y,, August 2000 occupancy

Aaking applications now

on 3 and 4 bedrooms units
with basements. Walk to
campus. Office location:
1396 Cimarron Circle. 3201355.
Immediately Available: 1
bedroom apartment at
Maple View. Will give $100
cash plus $200 deposit for
moving in. Rent $447/
Month. Call 223-8050,
Katya.
AVAILABLE MARCH 15, 2
BRS, 1.5 BATHS, WASHER/
DRYER AND ALL OTHER
APPLIANCES FURNISHED,
FRESH PAINT, NEW CARPET
THROUGHOUT, FIREPLACE,
WALK TO CAMPUS. CALL

320-1355 FOR

APPOINTMENT.

interested in working
at The Guardian, sign
up for COM 130 or
3 30 this Spring.
Positions are
available in all areas
including writing, reporting and graphic
design. Call Dr. John
at 775-2030 for more
information.
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PREVENTION MOU I H RINSE

Prevents and Heals Mast All

Sanker Sores

Fever Blisters

Excellent for ral Pterclngs
» Promotes qulicker iealilmg tine
». Helps fight infection
Awllal»le at yo«av local:

Meljer

larel=burg, XL
(0oy 473-1205
htyos / /vwwv.preveertion+out)riracor

MANAGEMENT LIMITED
APARTMENT LEASING CONSULTANT

Concord Management, a leading property
management co., has an immediate Full-

time opportunity avail. for a Leasing
Consultant to perform all aspects of leasing

in the Fairborn area. Qualified candidates

should be self-motivated, detail oriented,
team player with enthusiasm. Candidates
should possess some leasing or min. ! yr.
related exp. with customer svc./sales skills.
Should have a basic knowledge of PC's.

Excellent

salary

and

benefits.

consideration. fax resume to:

Peppertree Villas @ 937-427-1097 or
937-320-2900 for more info.

Avoid Waiting in Line....

ORDER YOUR PERMIT THROUGH RAIDER EXPRESS!
RAIDER EXPRESS INSTRUCTIONS:
THE RAIDER EXPRESS VOICE WILL STEP YOU THROUGH THE
PARKING PERMIT APPLICATION. YOU MUST BE AUTHORIZED TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING QUARTER 2000 IN ORDER TO PURCHASE A
PARKING PERMIT.

For

call

2 0 The Guardian
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PACKETS TO RUN FOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE, W034 STUDENT UNION OR STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICE.
RUN FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

EARN $26,500

FOR COLLEGE
IN JUST 2 YEARS.

Qualify for the Army's 2-year enlistment option and you
can earn up to $26,500 through the Army College Fund and
Montgomery GI Bill. Not bad for two years' work.
Of course two years is just enough time to see if Army life
is right for you. It's also just enough time to make sure you're·
mentally prepared for college, so by the time you get there
you'll be a little wiser and a little richer.
For specific information about the Army's 2-year option,
contact your local Army Recruiter or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.

PRESIDENTNICE PRESIDENT
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS REP.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING/COMPUTER SCIENCE REP.
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATH REP.
COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEAL TH REP.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS REP
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE REP.
SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY REP.
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS
CONTACT JOE MAPPES

@ 602-2306

513-236-4811

ARMY. BE AL.L YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

University Medicine/Pediatrics
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Gerald Crites, M.D.
Howard Part, M.D.
Barbara L. Schuster, M.D.
Maria Wright, M.D.

INTERNAL MEDICINE
PEDIATRICS

&

Chad K. Brands, M.D.
Cynthia H. Ledford, M.D.
Gary M. Onady, M.D., Ph.D.

Same Day Appointments Frequently Available!!!

Hours:

8:30-5:00p.m.
Monday - Friday
Phone: (93 7) 775-4580
Fax: (937) 775-2944

Convenient Prescription Refills]
At WSU Pharmacy
Located Downstairs
Frederick A. White Health Center 3640 Col. Glenn Hwy. Dayton,

OH 45435

